In most cases, calculations of properties of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) based on classical force fields (FFs) are the most suitable in terms of the ratio between accuracy and computational cost, especially in efforts to screen a large number of structures. Such calculations require an initial partial charge assignment to describe the Coulomb contribution. In this study, we would like to present a machine-learning algorithm for MOF partial charge prediction and its verification on experimental data using the FF approach. Proposed ML method offers the accuracy of reference DFT calculations at a fraction of the computational cost with linear scalability.
different MOFs. Unfortunately, the connectivity-based atom contribution (CBAC) method has an inherent limitationit can be applied only for atoms with the same types of local environments presented in the training set.
The similar challenges arise for molecular charge assignment. However, an alternative approach unrelated to "classical" computational techniques has been introduced recently. It has been shown that machine learning (ML) and particularly deep learning techniques can reconcile quantum mechanics accuracy and low computational cost for partial charge calculations [20, 21, 22] . Moreover, ML models can provide transferability and extensibility of charge prediction. In other words, it is possible to assign partial charges in systems differ significantly from systems that were used to train ML models. Extensibility usually relates to system size; transferability can be interpreted in a broader sense, and it usually involves chemical diversity.
Taking into account that the whole number of experimentally/computationally characterized MOFs is several orders of magnitude less than the corresponding number of molecules, transferable and extensible charge assignment for MOFs is a complex task at least because of data scarcity. To overcome this issue, we implement high-interpretable ML models on the most numerous of the available set of DFT-based density derived electrostatic and chemical (DDEC) charges. In order to confirm the viability of this data-driven approach, partial charges derived by ML are used to construct FFs for MOFs that differ significantly from ones used to build ML models.
Methods

Reference DFT simulations
Recent studies have shown that the availability of materials data strongly affects the predictive capability of ML models [23, 24, 25] . Unfortunately, materials datasets are typically far less numerous than molecular ones; the number of samples is in the hundreds in the most complex cases. The high computational cost for generating new data points usually motivates data scarcity; this is particularly true for partial charge assignment with high-precision ab initio calculations. Moreover, the diversity of data can restrict the predictive capability of ML models in unexplored domains; in other words, it can limit the ML model's transferability.
The most reliable set of partial charges for MOFs using DFT calculations and the DDEC charge partitioning approach was presented by Nazarian et al [17] . Atomic point charge assignment was provided for 2932 experimentally synthesized MOF structures, most of them were collected from Computation-Ready Experimental MOF (CoRE MOF) database [26] . Solvent molecules, typically trapped in experimentally resolved MOFs, and atoms with partial occupancy/symmetryrelated copies of atoms were removed, in order to prepare MOFs for molecular simulations. Furthermore, highly disordered structures were also excluded from consideration. Charge assignment was provided using plane-wave DFT calculations and the DDEC charge partitioning method. Optimization of the geometry of structures was not employed due to its negligible influence on resulting point charges. In particular, high-quality charges generated by DDEC method are designed to reproduce electrostatic interactions even outside van der Waals radius of involved atoms; it is especially crucial for adsorption-related simulations.
It should be noted that the total number of distinct materials in CoRE MOF database (3852) is significantly larger than the number of structures for which the electron density was successfully computed (2932). Most calculations that did not converge is due to the large size of a unit cell of corresponding structures and concomitant difficulties (virtual memory exceeding, issues with k-point grid density requirements, etc.). Also, due to computational difficulties, the presence of heavy elements is more prominent in the unlabeled part of the database. Thus, there are now DDEC charges for, e.g., Eu and Tb MOFs. Wherein lanthanide-containing MOFs are highly attractive due to their luminescent properties [27, 28] . Therefore, here we define the ability of modeling lanthanide-containing structures as an essential characteristic of a useful ML model. The mentioned subset was used to probe the extensibility of presented ML models trained on structures from the CoRE MOF database with the relatively small unit cells and lack of heavy-elements.
The total number of samples (lattice sites and corresponding partial atomic charges) in training dataset exceeds four hundred thousand, so it does not seem diverse or sparse. However, the training dataset is significantly diverse in a structural and chemical sense.
Descriptors
Besides reliable input data, the material's representation strongly influences the performance of data-driven (machine learning) approach used to materials related tasks -fingerprints (so-called descriptors) serve for this purpose [29, 30, 31, 32] . The main requirement for them is to lose information on the considered material as little as possible. There is no universal method for choosing an appropriate set of descriptors. Numerous types of descriptors differing in levels of complexity have been proposed to represent materials under consideration. They all have in common, however, some properties. Relevant descriptors should be simple to extract itself and have as low a dimensionality as possible. The choice of descriptors typically proceeds iteratively, and it is based primarily on the domain knowledge of experts. Taking into account the nature of the target property (partial atomic charge), the two types of descriptors are chosen for subsequent implementation/training ML models (the more detailed information on used descriptors is provided in Supporting Information):
• Intrinsic elemental properties of the corresponding site • Structural descriptors of site characterized its local environment Thus, using the locality approximation, we determine partial atomic charge q i exclusively as a function of chemical nature of the corresponding atom (through its physicochemical properties p e ) and its local environment n (depends on neighbors atoms a j with a distance to considered atom less than the cut-off radius: R ij < R c ):
This approximation enables one to predict atomic charges for different atoms independently of each other and makes the presented approach linearly scaled with the number of atoms in the unit cell, as opposed to the reference DFT method.
Model training
Only a few state-of-the-art ML algorithms provide interpretability. To establish relations between suggested descriptors and target property (partial charge) we use gradient boosting decision trees (GBDT) method. In addition to high accuracy, this algorithm provides the feature importance, i.e., it is possible to extract the contribution of individual features to model's performance. The set of partial charges contains approximately 440 thousand points. Ten-fold cross validation is implemented to evaluate generalizability of models on external test set (ten percent of the initial dataset). A hyperparameter search is performed using Tree-of-Parzen-Estimators (TPE) algorithm implemented in Hyperopt library. 3 Results and discussion
Partial charge assignment
In most cases, ML models in materials science are applied to predict physicochemical properties characterized compounds from "macroscopical" perspective. In contrast, microscopic features such as atomic energies, forces, and partial charges are not the ultimate goal of the computational analysis; these quantities are necessary for building semi-empirical potential models. In particular, partial charges generated by the proposed data-driven method can be used for high-throughput screening of MOFs for adsorption-related applications.
To validate the proposed approach for partial charge assignment, force fields were also implemented for several structures from the CoRE MOFs database, for which the calculations of DDEC charges did not converge. Structures were selected according to the following criteria:
• Large unit cells. One of the reasons for the divergence of DFT calculations (the reference method for DDEC charge assignment) is that the maximal virtual memory is exceeded. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of structures from the CoRE MOFs database by the number of atoms in the unit cell. The largest structures with calculated charges contain no more than 584 atoms, while the CoRE MOFs database contains much larger structures (up to 3600 atoms per unit cell). It is these large structures that can be used to test the concept of extensibility, that is, the general possibility of applying (generalizing) the predictive model to larger structures as compared to those used in the training dataset. The extensibility of data-driven models for charge assignment was previously confirmed for the case of molecular systems [20, 22] . The use of structures with a relatively small unit cell as training samples is especially critical for the case of MOFs (three-dimensional periodic structures containing up to several thousand atoms) since the reference method (DFT) scales as ∼ N 3 . At the same time, our proposed method is based on using only the characteristics of the local environment of the atoms, and, accordingly, the training of the model and the calculation of charges scale as ∼ N 1 . The approximate nature of the dependence is because the calculation of some descriptors requires Voronoi tessellation, and this transformation is generally non-linear with the size of the system.
• The presence of rare earth elements. It makes it harder to calculate partial charges. In the case of the equilibration charge methods, it is necessary to have reliable experimental values of the ionization potentials, which are just not available for rare-earth elements (in this case, values calculated using CCSD(T) are usually used). On the other hand, the presence of 4-f highly localized electrons makes DFT calculations challenging. In addition, some rare earth elements are not present in the set DDEC charges (Fig. 2) . The use of a predictive model for an extended set of elements is intended to confirm the transferability of our approach. In order to make a direct comparison of the proposed approach with existing methods for partial charge assignment, we also calculated charges for the above structures using the extended charge equilibration method -a modification of the original algorithm specially designed for calculating the charges on metal nodes of MOFs. The required atomic parameters -the first
and second
derivatives (the electronegativity χ 0 A and idempotential J 0 AA , respectively) were taken from the universal force field implementation in the Open Babel software [33] . The validity of this method was confirmed by screening study for CO 2 and N 2 adsorption [11, 34] . 3 shows the values of the predicted partial charges vs. the corresponding DDEC charges. Mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean squared error (RMSE) for the training dataset (10% percent of the entire set of DDEC charges) are 0.0096 and 0.0176 e, respectively. As mentioned earlier, partial charges are not the ultimate goal of predictions; they are not physically observable quantities, so there is no universal quantitative metric for assessing the quality of models for their prediction. It should be noted that the value of 0.01e can serve as a quantitative assessment of similar models for molecules [20, 35] . As was shown, such a deviation from the value of the reference method (DFT simulations) provides reliable results for predicting practically important physicochemical properties. It is worth noting that in our case, the training dataset is an order of magnitude smaller than in the study mentioned above, and additional difficulties may be due to the periodicity and large unit cell size of metal-organic frameworks. For a more detailed consideration of the performance of our models, we examine its effectiveness in predicting charges for the case of distinct chemical elements. The corresponding cumulative curves are shown in Fig. 4 . The left panel contains information about the ten most numerous elements; the right panel contains curves for REEs. This choice is because these elements significantly complicate DFT calculations; selected MOFs series also contain atoms of REEs. The most general trend that can be identified is the prediction efficiency is higher for the most numerous elements. However, when considering a similar relationship for the whole periodic system of elements (Fig. 5) , it is not observed. As it may seem, it goes against the general feature of the data-dependent algorithms "more data is better" which is in particular valid for materials science related applications [25] . It should be noted that some atoms in the dataset have a similar local environment, so the actual size of the dataset is less than the nominal one. However, even normalization to the number of different types of the local environment also did not lead to a pronounced relationship between the size of the dataset for individual chemical elements and the corresponding MAEs. The most obvious explanation is that the model's performance is only partially determined by the nature of the chemical element and its nearest coordination sphere (the criterion by which structural types were distinguished). Thus, for Zn atoms coordinated to six O atoms the charge value is in the range 1.18-1.85 [17] , that is, other features influence the partial charge value.
In order to get insights on which of the used features make the most significant contribution to the predictions, we use the SHAP approach implemented for tree ensemble methods [36] . The SHAP summary plots for ten most-valuable features (with the highest global impact
i are SHAP values) are presented in Fig. 6 . Among these features, one should first highlight the physicochemical elemental properties. Not surprisingly, electronegativity is the most important feature affecting the value of partial charges. Among other elemental properties, one should also highlight the covalent radius, large values of which contribute to a positive charge (e.g., RE elements), Mendeleev number (hydrogen stands out, for which a low value of this value leads to an increase in positive charge).
Nevertheless, 4 out of 10 most valuable features characterize the local environment of the atom from different perspectives:
• The local order parameter is a structural parameter with Voronoi-tessellation based neighbor finding. This particular fingerprint represents how consistent considered local environment is with a coordination number equals to two.
• AGNIFingerprint is fingerprint based on integrating the distances product of the radial distribution function with a Gaussian window function. The parameter η governs the extent of coordination around considered atom.
• Gaussian symmetry radial function, where η is a radial function parameter. The above-mentioned structural descriptors can be considered as the development of the connectivity-based atom contribution (CBAC) approach. This method reduces the diversity of local environments to a very limited number (up to a hundred in the case of structurally diverse elements, such as Zn). Thus, it completely ignores the mutual position of atoms in the first coordination sphere, as well as the distance to the central atom. These factors also have a significant impact on the charge, while the structural descriptors make it possible to take into account minor differences between local environments that are identical in terms of bonding connectivity. 
Interatomic potentials fitting
For the evaluation of model applicability, we use the predicted results for building a force-field model for MOF structures.
As a starting point, we took experimental data on crystallographic parameters of relatively simple structures and the predicted charges to develop a transferable model of interatomic potentials [37] for C-O, O-O, and H-O interactions. The used AFUPEX, SEHSUU, and SEHTEF compounds from the database are isostructural and contain different lanthanides (Tm, Er, Lu) (Fig. 7) . The choice of compounds is based on previously-developed interatomic potentials and similarity of structures that can ease the first steps. All the potential parameters are fitted on geometry data. As a zero-order approximation, we use values of the parameters for potassium biphthalate from [38] . All the pair interactions (intramolecular and intermolecular) are described with the Morse function. The function is preferable due to a variety of charges in the compounds, including low values. Morse potential is the best variant to describe interactions with low Coulomb contribution, as it is signed alternating function and can be used even in covalent systems with uncharged atoms. We also add three-body potentials to make some intramolecular angles (like angles in aromatic cycles) more rigid as is usually done in common FFs for organic objects. In order to improve the quality of the model, we fitted individual potentials describing the behavior of fundamentally different positions of C atoms (as shown in Fig. 8 ). REE-O Morse potential parameters for La-Lu and Y were earlier optimized in using MePO 4 xenotimes and monazites structural information from [39] , as the partial charges on metal cations there were quite similar to the investigated systems. The set of interatomic potentials for REE-O interactions are presented in Table 1 (in ESI) , for other interactions in Table 2 (in ESI). All semiempirical calculations were performed using GULP 4.5 software [40] .
We compare geometries optimized for AFUPEX, SEHSUU, and SEHTEF structures with the experimental data. (Fig. 3 and 4 in Supporting Information), that contain 324 atoms per unit cell have also been successfully relaxed using these potentials, indicating transferability of potentials model to other MOFs. Thus, developed potentials and charges allowed us to reach a good agreement with experimental crystal structures. Perhaps, the most important metric of quality here is sensitivity to predicted charges. On the one hand, a good model should not be overfitted to a single set of charges, and we would like to average charges on a single sort of atoms to avoid writing individual potential for each atom in a unit cell. On the other, the whole model should reproduce experimental data with appropriate accuracy.
We calculate the enthalpy difference of AUFPEX, SEHSUU and SEHTEF structures using (1) partially averaged ML charges on atoms (average values of charges for Tm, Er, Y, H, C1, C2, C3, and O were used) as well as for (2) non-averaged ML charges. About 1 eV differences (Table 1 ) mean "uniform" charge distribution between atoms. It means one can use predicted charges with the proposed model without any additional processing. So, the developed model proved to be transferable in terms of both MOF composition and unit cell size. Table 2) .
It is worth to note, the EQEq model predicts +13e relative charge for Tb that is far from the expected one. The predicted enthalpies showed an expected decrease from La to Dy for our model and no evidence of any ordered behavior in a case of EQEq charges. Again, we should note, the linear decrease is not the only possible behavior of REE-containing structures. In some cases, we may see the inverse situation or dome-like dependence that is usually an evidence of a competing process. However, an unordered list of thermodynamic properties in the isostructural REE-containing compounds is a very unlikely situation. Thus, it approves the reliability of the ML and FF models. 
Conclusions
We present computational approach to generate partial charges with DDEC level accuracy. The main difference between the proposed approach and the reference DFT method is scalability -the use of local features as descriptors results in an approximately linear scale for calculation of charge. It makes it possible to assign charges for structures previously unavailable for this procedure, both in terms of the size of the unit cell and elemental composition.
The developed FF model proved to be transferable and, together with the calculated charges, reproduce structural properties or trends in thermodynamic parameters of metal-organic frameworks, including REE-containing ones. We have also showed a way of simplifying the model by averaging charges on equivalent positions. The model can be used, for example, for molecular dynamics simulations of MOFs, including those, containing rare-earth elements. All the potentials details are presented in the Supporting Information.
The graphical interface to a developed model will be soon available on https://api.scidatasoft.com/mof.
